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The GEM FAMILY

…..Let’s come closer

Message from our beloved Chairman Shri Pritam Singhji
A journey that began with a dream, and has withstood the challenge of time. Even as I pen my
thoughts, the world is changing rapidly and technology is becoming obsolete quicker than it is
conceived. Hence it is imperative to stay in tune with the changing times, which is why we at
GMW believe in keeping abreast of the latest trends and the ever-changing needs of the customer.
I would like to convey my blessings to you, and through this medium, would like to acknowledge
the contributions made by our members who unfortunately are no more with us, and to all the past
and present staff and workmen who have made GMW what it is today.

Thoughts of our dynamic Managing Director Shri Onkar Singhji
I am delighted at the idea of this newsletter proposed to be circulated once a month. Over the
years our GMW family has grown and is now scattered all over India, and this small effort
should go a long way in bringing all of us closer.
Fast communication is the need of the hour for an effective teamwork, and it is teamwork that
forms the driving force behind our growth. As many of the members may not have interacted
with each other. I hope that this effort will initiate the opening of many Communication
bridges.
To the Editor,, I wish all the success, and hope that this effort is sustained.

- From the Editor’s desk
The idea to start something like this came out of the need to instill a new sense of belonging, and also to bring to everyone’s
doorstep, the happenings in diverse locations extending from Una and Bhutan in the North, to Tuticorin in the South, Chiplima
in the East, and of course Baroda in the west.
Initially, the problem was to find a suitable name for our Newsletter, and after brainstorming, our Director Arvinder Singh came
up with this apt name – “The Gem Family”. Voila. Indeed that’s what GMW is - The family of Gems, contributing their talents
in some way or the other. It is proposed that we will make this a monthly issue which will include, most importantly, the news
of the happenings in the company, jokes, puzzles, and present day issues confronting us, etc.
In order to make this idea a success it will be very necessary for everyone to contribute material - official as well as personal.
Photographs of marriage, a new born in the family or achievements of the children would be most welcome for inclusion in
the forthcoming issues. Contributions received by the 10th of the month will be included in the following month’s issue.

So, happy reading.
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Puzzles ?????
GMW PREMIER LEAGUE CRICKET
TOURNAMENT held in June 2012

1.
What happened to Rs. 10 ?

A chilling story!!!
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This happened about

In a restaurant three persons paid a bill of Rs.
300 by sharing Rs. 100 each. However, the
Manager to gain their goodwill, asked the
waiter to return Rs. 50 to them. But the
waiter pocketed Rs. 20 and returned only Rs.
30 to the group. So each one paid Rs.90.

Congratukations to the winners – The H.O.
team captained by Jignesh Jethwa of
Engineering department.

The above totals 270 (90X3) + 20 (The
waiter pocketed) = 290. So where did Rs. 10
go, since Rs. 300 was paid ?
2.
How will you cut the cake in 8 equal parts if
you are allowed only 3 straight cuts ?
Rush your replies to newsletter@gmw.in
We will acknowledge that in our next

issue
Health
How to work on a PC in a healthy
way
GMW had a sizeable presence in the
Vadodara Marathon 2012. Well done

1.
2.
3.
4.

Happy Birthday
The following birthdays fall due in September
as per the records available with us.

5.
6.

st

Saurabh Bhardwaj
Sikka
1
Harichandra Rana
Vadodara
2nd
Hargen Radhashyam Mangalore
5th
P. Balasubramanyam Kalpakkam
6th
Ananthapadmanabhan Chennai
7th
Taranjeet Singh
Por
7th
Chintan Gandhi
Por
9th
Verma Nitinkumar
Teesta
10th
E. Vergheese
Vadodara
11th
Shah Niravkumar
Vadodara
13th
Parmar Sandeep
Sikka
14th
S. Karthikeyan
Chennai
15th
Rakesh Kumar
Una
15th
Sukhwinder Sing
Karjan
17th
Pahelwan Onali
Vadodara
17th
Dilbag Singh
Una
20th
Devendra Khaire
Vadodara
20th
G. Mohan
Kalpakkam 20th
Niteshbhai Amin
Vadodara
20th
R. Vidyadhar
Chiplima
22nd
T. Ravi
Anpara
24th
Hari Krishna
Mangalore 27th
In case of any error, or if somebody’s birthday
has been missed out, please inform us.

7.
8.

a few months ago

near Lonavala....

Make sure your computer screen is
at an arm’s length away from you
The light you use should be on a
low setting.
Make sure your screen is square to
your line of vision
Your arms should be at 90 degree
angle and your elbow bent.
You should be sitting up straight
with your butt against the chair.
Your chair should be well padded
and adjustable.
Keep your feet flat on the floor and
close together.
Take frequent brief breaks.

Laugh it off
Wife: Yesterday-night I saw a dream that u
were sending me jewellery and clothes!
Husband: Yeah, I saw your dad paying the
bill!!!
Doctor: Madam, your husband needs rest and
peace, so here are some sleeping pills.
Wife; So when should I give them to him?
Doctor: No, they are for you.
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A person was driving from Bombay to
Pune and decided not to take the new
expressway as he wanted to see the
scenery along the old road. The inevitable
happens and when he reached the
mountains his car breaks down - he's
stranded miles from nowhere.
Having no choice he started walking on the
side of the road, hoping to get a lift to the
nearest town. It was dark and rainy. And
pretty soon he got wet and Shivering. The
night rolled on and no car passed by.
Suddenly he saw a car coming towards
him. It slowed and then stops next to him without thinking the guy opened the door
and jumps in.
Seated in the back, he leaned forward to
thank the person who had saved him. He
realizes there is nobody behind the
wheel!!! Even though there's no one in the
front seat and no sound of any engine, the
car starts moving slowly The man looks at
the road ahead and sees a curve coming.
Scared almost to death he starts to pray,
begging the Lord for his life.
He hasn't come out of shock, when just
before he hits the curve, a hand appears
through the window and moves the wheel!
The car makes the curve safely and
continues on the road to the next bend. The
guy, now paralyzed in terror, watches how
the hand appears every time they are
before a curve and moves the steering
wheel just enough to get the car around
each bend.
Finally, the guy sees lights ahead.
Gathering his courage he wrenches open
the door of the silent, slowly moving car,
scrambles out and runs as hard as he can
towards the lights. It's a small town.
He stumbles into a restaurant, and asks for
a drink, and breaks down. Then he starts
talking about the horrible experience he's
just been through.
There is dead silence in the restaurant
when he stops talking.........and that's when
Santa and Banta walk in. Santa points and
says 'Look Banta - that's the idiot who got
into our car when we were pushing it.
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